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Constellation for Incident Management
Gain full domain awareness, and make decisions with confidence

Monitor, report, alert and respond to incidents from a single unified environment

Be fully prepared to manage any crisis by having a dynamic, prioritized picture of emerging threats, scheduled events 
and ongoing incidents, fused with precise geo-location data on critical assets. Constellation for Incident Management 
has all the actionable intelligence you need, whenever and wherever you need it.

Dynamic monitoring and analysis of the entire  
at-risk environment

Constellation for Incident Management does the gathering and 
correlating for you -- merging new data like social media posts and 
incident reports with your existing emergency dispatch, video and 
other sensor feeds. Risk-based analytics prioritize your threats in 
advance, and rapid alerts and status reports can be generated from 
multiple sources. The result is continuously updated contextual 
situational awareness across your entire area of responsibility.

Unified view of critical assets

See all of your key facilities, vehicles, people and systems on one 
screen with the Constellation Assets app. Manage floor plans, 
emergency plans, photos and key contact information and share 
the latest data with all authorized users across jurisdictions. 
Conduct pre-crisis safety audits, post-damage assessments or any 
other custom field audits with our Assessments app, and generate 
automated reports on your key findings.

Boundary-less incident management

Mobile Constellation provides full functionality along the chain 
of command, enabling rapid reporting from the field and instant 

notification and alerting to commanders. From any screen, not just 
in the command center but also on mobile devices, users can see 

custom views of their entire AOR or just one small area. Two-way 
intelligence sharing allows for more well-informed responses, and 

built-in blue-force tracking of agency staff and vehicles means 
decision-makers can properly align resources to each incident or 

scheduled event.
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In states like California, Texas and Florida, and cities like Boston and 
Indianapolis, leading public safety agencies rely on Haystax web 
and mobile applications to help them manage routine operations, 
incidents, large-scale events and emerging digital threats. For 
example, the California Common Operating Picture (Cal COP) is 
a unified data-sharing environment linking eight agencies in the 
state. The Florida Department of Education uses Constellation to 

help protect its 6,000-plus schools. Multiple large metropolitan 
areas in Texas use our system for emergency management, incident 
responses, critical infrastructure protection and much more. And 
Haystax has supported event security monitoring at half a dozen 
Super Bowls, the Republican National Convention and numerous 
other nationally significant events.

Customer Success Stories
Constellation for Incident Management is trusted by top state and local agencies

Domain awareness:  
See all security data in context, on a map or in a timeline

Risk analytics:  
Detect and prioritize the biggest threats instantly

Data-rich:   
Thousands of pre-integrated data sources and streams

Cloud-based:  
Can deploy on demand in under one hour

Constellation for Incident Management Benefits:

Get started with a free trial

The best way to get to know Constellation for Incident Management is to get your hands on  
the actual product – register for your free trial now on our website.                                                            


